Evidence that the RNA methylation and poly(A) polymerase stimulatory activities of vaccinia virus protein VP39 do not impinge upon one another.
Vaccinia protein VP39 has two RNA modifying activities. In monomeric form, it acts as an mRNA cap-specific 2'-O-methyltransferase, specifically modifying the ribose moiety of the first transcribed nucleotide of m7G-capped mRNA. In association with VP55, the catalytic subunit of the vaccinia poly(A) polymerase, VP39 facilitates the rapid elongation of poly(A) tails that are already greater than approximately 35 nt in length. Introducing new assays, we provide evidence that substrates for each of VP39's two activities do not detectably modulate the converse reaction and that VP39's 2'-O-methyltransferase activity is not significantly affected by its association with VP55. In an electrophoretic mobility shift assay, VP39 interacted with a short (5 nucleotide) RNA only when the latter was m7G-capped. Complexes with longer (22 nucleotide) RNAs were more stable (i.e., cap-independent) but were further stabilized by the presence of an m7G cap. An additional complex was observed at elevated RNA:protein molar ratios, indicating the presence of two RNA binding sites per VP39 molecule. Interaction at one of these sites was stabilized by the cap structure. Additional experiments indicated that RNA molecules undergoing poly(A) tail elongation by the VP55-VP39 heterodimer are not favored as cap-methylation substrates.